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INTRODU CTION 
The problem of ground effect h as been discussed from 
time to time in this periodi cal, the most recent instance 
being in an article by the au t hor (r eference 24) wherein 
he analyzes the problem on the basis of his developed bi-
plane theory. The conclusion of that art ic le is that the 
increment of lift due to g r ound effe ct is largely attrib-
utable to the effect of induct ion of the free vortices, 
and i s practically equivalent to a v irtual increase in 
aspect ratio. The ground c learance was of the order of 
magnitude comparable to the wing cho rd. 
Recently we have received some new articles and stud-
ies on this interesting subject: an informative article II by M. Le Sueur (reforence 31 ) , a rep ort by G. Datwyler 
(reference 22), which treats the cas e of minimum distance 
from the ground and is c onf in ed to the plane problem only, 
and lastly, some theoretical studios by Tomotika and oth-
ers (references 23 and 25) , also confined to the plane 
problem. 
We shall briefly review these r eports without regard 
to chronological order. 
I. LE SUEUR ' S REPOR T 
Ground effect is a very controv ersial subject, both as 
to cause and to its effect. All obs ervations made in free 
flight are in agreement as regards the existence of cer-
tain systematic phenomena such as the greater facility of 
low- wing airplanes to take off, impossibility of certain 
*IITeorie ed esperienze suI problema dell 'ala in vicinanza 
del suolo. From Pubblicazioni della R. scuo1a dfIn-
gegneria di Pisa, series VI, no. 261, July 1935. pp. 
1-25. 
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heavily loaded long- distance airplanes to gain alt i tude, 
the prolonged glide of low- wing airplanes on landing, e t c. 
Even so , there exist erroneous and misleading opinions as 
to the true Cause of these phenomena. 
It is a certa i nty that ground interferenc e lowers the 
drag, assuming the lift to be equal, and in quite notice~ 
able proportions . As to the max imum lift, there is no 
theory to attest to its increase; in fact, divers experi-
ments in accord with certain theories appear to indicate 
o ccasionally, a decrease. 
On these premises we shall examine the various phases 
of the problem from the theoretical as well as from the 
experimental po i nt of view . 
A. THEORIES ON INTERFERENCE EFFECT 
These theories are able to treat the p lan e problem 
(wing of infinite span) or even the three-dimensional 
problem . In any case , the study on inter fe rence reverts 
to the gene ral study of the b iplane making use of the 
arti f i ce known as tlreflection. tI There are available for 
this purpose (three-dimensional problem) the noted Prandtl-
Betz formu las , which may be applied in our Case and which 
were published by Wieselsberge r (reference 5). These for-
mulas were chosen in 19 24 by Toussaint for comparis on with 
h i s exper i mental values of the coefficient in different 
cases of monoplanes and biplanes with g round interference. 
They are gene r ally accepted as sufficiently approximate, 
though stUdi e s made subsequently disclose results more or 
less at variance with the former. 
A r ep ort by Ro senhead (r eference 18) treats the lift 
of a flat plate between parallel walls - an analysis based 
on a method of conformal t r ansformation, and which he com-
pares with Glauert ' s results (reference 32). 
There is also a study by M~ller (reference 19) in 
which he appl i es to two symmetrical airfoils Ferrari's 
method of confo r mal t r ansfo r mation, the results of which 
are at varian c e wi th experiment, as they are indicative of 
a decrease i n lift. . 
Finally , there is the s tudy by Pistolesi (reference 
24 ) who, in the case of the wing with infin ite span, finds 
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that the circulation increases with the angle of incidence 
up to a certain value of this inciden ce, beyond which it 
decreases again; and, taking into con sideration the change 
in ~orizontal speed he expresses the change in lift coef-
ficient due to interference by simple formulas (reference 
24). He then passes to the case of finite span and finds 
the percent change of lift in functio n of the incidence 
for divers values of h / 1 n = chord) - which results are. 
at le a st qualitatively , in agreement with experiment. In 
particular, the increase in l i ft decr eases until it is 
canceled out as the incidence increas es. 
Lastly, there are the Japanese r eports, the final 
conclusions of which are identical with those of Pistolesi: 
At low incidence the lift increases as the distance from 
the ground decreases; at high inciden ce, on the other hand, 
the lift dec r eases as the distance from the ground de-
creases . 
B. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
£1_~~E1~~i1g_E~~11~Eg~1~_~QQ~lE.- Not wishing to go 
back as far as Betz's exueriments of 1912 (reference 1) 
(which, while disclosing~negligible interference effects, 
were quite inaccurate), we record an . interesting study by 
Cowley and Lock (reference 3) , based on tests made in Eng-
land, in Ju l y 1920, in the 4 - foot No.1 wind tunnel, at 
40 fe e t per second wind speed, on an R.A.F . 15 biplane of 
zero stagger, in connection wi th the "Tarrant" biplane. 
The ground was represented, in part (by real ground) 
by a vertical sheet of tin 4 feet high, 3 feet long; and in 
part by two identical bipl anes symmet rically disposed, in 
respect to virtual grounq, according to the reflection 
method. Measurements were made of the lift, drag, and 
pitching moment at angles of attack ranging from _6° to 
14°, an d for values of h/b (b = span ) = 0.167 und 0.306. 
At about the same time , the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology a lso made some simil a r tes ts in its 4-foot tunnel, 
at wind speeds of 30 miles per hour, except in two cases 
whe re it was raised to 40 a nd 45 miles per hour . These 
tests, reported by A. E. Raymond (r eference 6), were made 
on three 3- by 18-inch models : a Martin No . 2, an'. R.A.F. 15 
special, and a U.S . A. 2 7 . Experiment s were also made by 
the flat-pla t e method (3-p ly birch 3/ 8-inch thick, 4 feet 
high, 3 fe et wide, with leading edge cl:1;:un'brea. on the side 
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away from the model) and by the reflection method. In 
both cases the tests were run for different angles of in-
cidence and different ground distances, varying from 1/4 
'L to 2 'L (1, = ch 0 r d) • 
The same experimental method was used in 1921 in Ger-
many to check Wieselsberger's formula (reference 5). The 
model was a monoplane of 1 24 cm (48.32 in.) span, aspect 
ratio 9. 
Some years later Toussaint undertook a series of sys-
tematic experiments in th~ 6i- foot No . 1 wind tunnel at 
Saint Cyr (reference 9); the ground was represented by a 
sheet of aluminum 4 mm (0 . 157 in.) thick, and 1 . 60 m (5.24 
ft.) long. The measurements were made on a wire balance; 
the wind speed was 32 to 33 m/s (105.0 to 108.3 ft./sec.) . 
The models were a L i or~ (S.C . 133 a) wing, a Fokke r (S.C. 
106 a) wing . a Fokker (S.C. 106 a+b ) biplane wing, as well 
as two Bregue t 14 A 2 airplane models of 1/10 and 1/20 
scale. The tests wer e made very painstaking ly to assure 
accurate results. The incidence was changed in stages of 
3 0 each from _ 9 0 to +15 0 , and for three ground distances: 
0.530 m (1.74 ft.), 0.438 m (1. 44 ft.), and 0.240 m ( 0 .7 87 
ft .) . These test data served as check on Betz 1s formulas, 
to which we shall refer again later on. 
other tests were made in the Eiffel wind tunnel on 
models mounted in the presence of a platform representing 
the g r 0 un d . The win d s pee d was 25m / s (8 2 ft. / sec. ); the 
model was a Caudron R.220; the distance from the ground 
0, 1 00, 200 , 300, 400, and 500 mm (3 . 94, 7.87, 11 . 81, 15.75, 
and 19.69 in.) . Unfortunately, the use of only two inci-
dences , 0 0 and 1 2 0 , det r acts f rom the value of these ex-
periments. 
Next , there are the tests of the Wibault-Penhoet com-
pany on an airfoi l 172, aspect ratio 5, a low-wing mono-
plane, type 313 , airfo il 209 , aspect ratio 7 . 8; a low-wing 
monoplane 280, airfoil 125, effective aspect ratio 6.84, 
real aspect ratio 7.85; a low-wing monoplane 287, airfoil 
215 , aspect ratio 8.4 ; a low-wing seaplane 240. The mod-
els had spans ranging from 1 meter to 1 . 30 meters ; ground 
distance and incidence were ch anged systematically . 
Lastly , we 
( ref e r en c e 22 ), 
the ground , and 
and Zurich . 
II 
mention the tests reported by Datwyler 
which ref er to v e ry short distances from 
which had been conducted in Gottingen 
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F rom among the tests made on aerodynamic carriages, 
those of Tgnnies deserve special menti on (reference 21). 
~ . 
5 
121_ Fu 11~§..Q. a 1 ~_~~I?~!.i!!l~!!..i§. • - Her e \ve h a v e fir s t 0 fall 
the fligh ts made during 1927 in the United States, as re-
por ted by Elliott G. Reid, in Te ch nical Report No. 265 
(referen ce 12). They were made wit h a Vought VE-7 bi7 
p lane whose aerodynamic c h aracteris tics including thos~ of 
the prope ller , had been established in previous tests. 
The fl i ght s were made with the lower wing at 1.50 to 3.75 
(5 to 9 ft .) above the g r ound. An in terpo lati on method 
was use d to eliminate the neces si ty of maintaining strict-
ly leve l flight . 
othe r in terest in g full -scale te sts are those cited in 
T8nnies ' report (r efe r en c e 21), made on a Klemm 26-2a at 
Hanove r • . The records were made with a motion-picture 
camera at 2 , 4, 7 , 10, 15, and 20 m (6.56, 13,12, 22.97, 
32 . 8, 49 . 2, and 65 . 6 ft .) he i ght. The tests were numer-
ous and fol lowed a set schedule. 
The writer 8f that r epo rt offer ed some suggestions 
regarding the photographic method an d advo c ated a method 
based on the emission of radio signals. 
c. TEST DATA - THEIR AGREEME NT WITH DUE ANOTHER 
AND WITH THEORY 
The re sults of the various exper iments can always be 
sat isfac~orily int erpre ted with Wiesel sberger's formula: 
6a = 
-
() 
CpS 
~ba 
CaS 
6C r 
p 
= 
-
() --a-
nb 
whi ch can be translated in a change in asp ect ratio 
A A' = ----
I - <y 
Howeve r, the re is no accor d between the reflection and 
the flat-p la te method , espec ially for very short distances. 
~--------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Figure 1 offers an example of this discrepancy. 
Th i s was noted by Cow l ey and Lock in 192 1 (reference 
3 ) who - for the p l a t e - imputed the disturbance set up 
by its leadin g edge , wh i ch causes the air flow to deflect 
upward , wh il e as regards the reflection method, they raise 
the e lem ent of doub t about the assump tion of symmetrical 
f l ow which could in reality be replaced by an oscillating 
flow . The authors conclude that g round interf e rence pro-
duces an app reciable effect on tffipitching moment, but 
very lit t le on max imum l ift ; the maximum Lin is i ncreased 
from 10 to 13 by the reflection method , and from 10 to 15 
by the flat-~ l ate method. 
For the plate at 38 mm (1 . 496 in . ) height, equivalent to 
~ = t (h = twi c e the ground d istance), the increase in 
lift and in Lin fQr a g i ven angle of attack, is about 
tw ic e as high by the f l at - p l ate method as by the reflec-
tion method . 
These f i nd i ng s are in agreement with those of other 
experi menters , tor instance, Raymond (reference 6) , 
The Eiffe l tests , made exclusively by the flat - plate 
method disclosed systematically a very much greate r influ-
ence than Wi ese l sbe r ge r1 s fo r mula stipulated, and furnished 
inte r ference factors G which we re about tw ic e the th eo -
r e tical figure . 
Le Sueurl s conclusion is that the wind- tunnel tests 
are in ag r eement with Wieselsberger 1s theory . 
T8nnies 1 carriage exper i ments (ref e rence 21) are in 
accord with the theory ; they record a decrease in lift at 
high incidence as stipulat ed by the theory (Pistolesi, 
Tomotika) . 
Th e free - flight tests by Reid (reference 12) are in 
close ac cord wi th the theo ry. This also holds true , in 
gene r a l, at l eas t, for the fl i ght tests described by T8n-
nies (ref erence 21). 
Le Sueur comes to the conclusion that as yet we .a re 
actually unab l e to make any definite deductions, although 
for g reat g round d i stances and small angles, the different 
expe ri ments seem to be in ag r eement with Wieselsbergerfs 
theory , wh ich likens the g roun d interference to a ficti -
1 _ 
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t ious increase in asuect ratio. Th e effe c t in flight cor-
r e s p onds to what in -the United State s is c alled "float-
i n g. 1I For great angles and short di stan ces from the 
g r ound there seems to be a loss of l ift; perhaps it is the 
ph enomenon which is called "pancaking" i n the United States. 
Lastly, at very high angles of attack and very short 
distances from the ground, a marked i nc r ea se in lift may 
" r e sult (air-cushioning effect), acc ordi n g to Datwyler's 
experiments. 
In the next chapter, Le Sueur d iscus s es the effect of 
th e phenomenon on the different pha ses of airplane motion 
close to the ground, comparing high-wing to low- wing air-
p l anes from the point of view of ground effect which, how-
ever, has no direct bearing on the argumen t whi ch we shall 
a dvance. Suffice it to say that a l ift i n crease may be 
u s eful in any case; t he decrease in drag , useful at take-
o f f, may become detrimental at landing as it increases 
th e landing run. 
II 
II. DATWYLER'S THESIS ON GR OUND EFFECT 
" Datwyler starts with some curi ous exp eriences. While 
Wi eselsberg er's theory leads one t o presume a decrease in 
ma ximum lift (effect of induced hor izontal velocity, at 
least in the p lane p roblem), he obs erves the fact reported 
by Zimmermann in the aerotechnical deba t e at the Polytech-
ni c Institute, Zurich, that in 1 9 32 an American low-wing 
mo noplane (Lockheed) landing with r etracted landing gear, 
a c tually had a lower emergency landi ng speed than expected . 
Th e pilots reported they felt as if at the last moment be-
fo re touching the g round, an air cu shion h ad formed below 
th e wing. The following year, 193 3, an airplane of the 
s a me type actually had to mak e a fo rced l a nding with 
wh eels retracted, when the retraction mech anism failed to 
function. 
From these occurrences the autnor c on cludes that for 
small ground distances the omission of t ~e finite profile 
d imension a nd th e substitution o f t he profile by one sin-
gl e bound vortex of given ~irculati on, is no longer per-
mi ssible . F or wings o f finite sp an the problem becomes , 
of c ourse, more complicated. 
" Th e theore t ica l p art, detailin g the Gottingen and 
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Zurich experiments , is followed by an appendix on the min-
i mum induced drag of a wing with d i hedral . 
A. THEORET I CAL PART 
He begins with the t r eatment of the two - dimensional 
flow about a f l at plate whose rear edge rests on an infi-
nite p l ane (fig . 2 ) at an angl~ a . The problem is re-
so l ved by confo r mal t r ansformation of plane z = x + i Y 
on the p l ane t = r + i s (fig. 3), whereby the charac-
terist ic fun cti on is a part iculQr case of the Christoffel-
Schwarz differential equation. 
t 
= T (c may be arbitrarily assumed) and Putting c 
with a = 0 , we hav.e: 
z - z 0 ",( (- T) S-l (S - T) (1 - T ) - S d T 
Inte g ration along the c ontour of the plate, with s = dis-
t a nce of a po int of the contour starting from the trail-
ing edge and ~ = plate length, we obtain : 
in which the a uthor uses the function r. 
He determ i ne s the lift of the plate on the following 
considerations : The d rag is zero in a perfect fluid. Ac-
cording to f i gure 4 , the l i ft P resulting from the nor-
mal pr~ssures on the plate ~p) and the suction force 
S at the p l ate tip, is equal to S/sin a. The suction 
force S i s substantially conditional to the velocity 
dist ri bution in direct p r oximity to the plate tip. He 
establi shes the lift coefficient at 
(1 ) 
as against 
Op = 2n sin (n S ) ( 2 ) 
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fo r the free ulate. Equation (1) for smal l val u es of S 
c a n be approximated: 
Cp = 13- 2 f3 (1 I ) 
Next the author determines the mome nt with respect to the 
leading edge at 
where J o and J u indicate the int egral s 
l:I=t 
.f (~Q)2 (1 - t) d (t) 
· s=o 
s="l, 
,L Gp)2 (1 - i') d (f) 
( 3 ) 
and whereby Vo and Vu denote th e values of the velocity 
on the top and bottom sides of the flat ~ l ate. The values 
of these integrals are plotted. Fr om (3) we deduce: 
Anoth e r case treated by this a uthor is the lift of a 
fla t plate close to the ground at 9 0 0 angle of attack. He 
employs the reflection method and a confo r mal transforma-
t i on on plane X = ~ + i~. The result is expressed in 
while A = __ :L_ 
a - b 
(4 ) 
a nd b and a denote the ordinates of the two edges (uppe r 
a nd lower) of the flat plate . 
Lastly, the author proposes an app rox imate evaluation 
in the general case, based on the e ffect of the reflected 
wing. This induces on the reflecte d wing a horizontal ve-
l o city trhich the author di~regards as small compared to V, 
an d a vertical velocity w in upw ard di r ection. He com-
p ut e s this velocity in the cent e r of grav i ty of the circu-
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1ati on; that is, at 1/4 p l ate chord on the basis of the 
plotted velocit i es induc ed by the flat plate when moving 
downward at constant speed w. This flow is, up to a small 
share of the ci rcul ation, equivalent to the downwash on 
the f lat plate . The spe ed w is that whi ch c orresponds 
to the effective angle of attack, or: 
}! 
= 
cx, + 1Y~ 
V V 
For w* = zw, it is : 
~ 
= cx, + ~~ V V 
hence .!! = --~--V I .... z 
and s i nce Cp = 2TT cx,eff ::= 2TT Y1 V 
Cp = 2TT 
__ fL_ (5 ) 
1 
-
z 
Thus, we obtain : 
.§. 
~ = 0 0 . 025 0 .05 0 . 10 0 . 20 
1 
= co 6 . 67 1 ... z 3.5 1 2 . 00 1 . 389 1 
where s = d istance abov e ground, and 1 = chord. Such 
result , as the author justly recognizes as valid for small 
angles of attack and t herefore --g~ , represents t he an-
I - z 
gular coefficient of the tangent of the lift coefficient. l ) 
The author then plots the lift coefficient for various 
s/1 (fig . 5) . 
B . EXPERI MENTS 
These are also ~ i ven in two p arts . The first experi-
ments were made at Gottingen in the small wind tunnel on a 
l)The last part of this rep ort contains a more exact and 
complete applicat i on of this concept . 
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thin , symmetrical airfoil (thickness parameter 8.075) 
evo lv ed from a Joukowski airfoil, as follows: To assure 
a flat bottom side and, for reas ons of symmetry, a flat 
upper s ide, straights were drawn from the trailing edge 
as tangents to the profile curve, for ming a trailing-
edge angle of exactly 8 0 • This gave the trailing edge 
the desired strength. The radius of curvature of the 
leading edge was also enlarged . The a i rfo il had a span of 
800 mil limeters, a wing chord of 200 millimeters, and an 
aspect ratio of 4 . A flat 20- millime ter thick board with 
symmetr ic a lly tapered leading edge represented the ground. 
It fitted directly to the nozzle flar e and extended with 
a length of 1,560 millimete r s , suffic ient ly far beyond the 
trail ing edge of the airfoi l. Eeing 1 , 300 millimeters 
wide, it extended 50 millimeters at either side of the 
1.200-mil limet er wide air stream. Th e wind speed was 30 
met ers pe r second; the Reyno ld s Number 
Re = - 3.7 X 10 5 
The tests were made with and without end p lates, and in the 
case of the isolated wing, with proper corrections for au-
toinduction and scale effect, but disr egarded as negligi-
ble in the case of a wing in proximity of the ground. The 
ground distance, measured at the trai l i ng edge, was 5, 10, 
20, and 40 millimeters . 
Apart from secondary phenomena ( negat ive lift at very 
small angle of attack due to a ventur i effect between air-
foi l and plane) , the test da ta were qualitatively in accord 
with the theory: diminution of drag for equal lift; in-
crease of lift at equa l ang l e of attack. However, the 
lift increase falls below the theoret ical expectations. 
Mo reover, there is no change when passing from 10-to 5-
millimeter slot width . The reason for this is to be found 
in the retarding effect of the flat plate used to repre-
sent the g round wh ich - rather than b e i ng immobil e with 
respect to the uing - is stationary with respect to the 
f luid. Figures 6 and 7, photographed in the water tank, 
manifest the unlike behavior in both cases and the unlike 
fo rmation of the boundary layer. ( Fig. 7 c orresponds to 
moving flu id and fixed wing ; fig. 8, to moving wi ng and 
fluid a t rest . ) To overcome this drawback , the author had 
recourse to a second series of experiments in the small 
wind tunne l of the Fed e ral Technical Institute at Zurich, 
whe re he us e d the method of refl ection which, although not 
reproducing exactly th e real phenomenon (no allowance for 
fr ict ion of air entrained by the wing against the ground 
------~----------------------------------------------------
mm X 0.03937 = in. ml s x 3 . 28083 = ft./sec. 
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and the cumulative lift which it is necessary to overcome). 
The tests were limited to the determ ination o~ the lift. 
The results a r e mu ch more in accord with theory than the 
p r evious ones, as seen on figure 8. 
I f , howev er, - the obtained lift curves aTe extrapolat-
ed to zero, it will be noted that the incidence for zero 
lift varies as the distance. This, the author ascrib e s 
to the effect of f init e profile thickness. If th e curves 
are shifted approximately 1.So to the left, so as to afford 
Cp = ° fo r a = 0, the result will be the curves of fi g -
u r e 9 . The results by the reflection method are much more 
approp ri ate than by the flat-plate method. The use of side 
screens tends to p r event the lateral escape of air dammed 
up on the bottom side of the wing and consequently, a lat-
eral pressure dec re ase . The lift distribution becomes 
more complete and h i gher lifts may be expected. 
?ressure measurements i n the slot between the two 
wi ngs showed positive pressure by adhering flow and, con -
sequently, retarded flow. After separation of the flow 
the negati v e pressure on the upper side of the wing con-
tinues into the slot itself. This separation occurs soon-
er as the slot becomes narr ower; that is, as the angle of 
attack becom es smaller. 
This interesting report concludes with an appendix, 
in which the autho r uses the results obtained in the theo-
ret ical study to solve the problem of minimum induced drag 
of a wing with dihedral angle (fig. 10). He determines 
the potential, also the potential jump a~ = ~o'- ~u be-
tween the two s id e s of the plate by a current having an 
asymptoti c v e l ocity equal to unity . Th is jump multiplied 
by 2w (w = induced v eloc ity (constant)) on the wing sup-
p li es the circulation in the corresponding point of the 
wing, that is, r. There is, according to Kutta-Joukowski, 
a lift 
P = 2p V ro co s ds 
whe reby f o i ndi cat es the circulation at wing center; also 
an i ndu c ed d r ag 
= lY P 
V 
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With ~ as the ratio between induced drag Ri of 
the wing with dihedral, and that of the ~ing with ellip-
tical distribution and equal span ( b), we have: 
~ = 2TT co s a E: ---------------_._-------TT+2€ TT-2€ (6 ) 
-2n- -~ 
(TT - 2€) (TT + 2€) 
The value ~ is plotted in figure 11 agai nst E:. 
The report closes with a notati on on Tomotika's exper-
iments which pertain, however, to ground distances still 
amounting to 20 pe rcent of the wing chord. 
III. OTHER THEORETICAL STUDIES 
A) MHLLER (refer ence 19) 
MJl ler p ropo ses to effect the conformal transformation 
of two circl e s symmetrical l y disposed with respect to axis 
x in two profiles, also symmetrically disposed with re-
spect to the same axis. His transformation is as follows: 
The singular points in which 
fo und within the two circles. 
dz/ d~ 
Thus, 
(7 ) 
cancels out must be 
(8 ) 
Equated to zero, we find the four singular points tl ta 
tIt a' 
If a is real, we obtain a biquadratic equation, and 
that is the case which M~ller elaborates. In this case 
t he s ingular points tl ta hav e the same ordinate. Tak-
~ng the centers of the two circl es as the points to and 
to the resulting t op of the p r ofile is straight and par-
al l el with the a x is of x (z e ro angle of attack). The 
- --- ---
_.--L-___ ___ __ 
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profi l es have a certain thickness, maximum at the center, 
and the tips are not s h arp - edged although they still resem-
ble a pair of parallel wings . Quite obviously this case 
is of no interest in the ~ robl em of wings in prox imi ty of 
the ground . It is necessary to this end that the profiles 
have an ang le of attack so that 
a - aia a = p e 
may be obtained . Then i t may be maintained that the upper 
wi ng has an i ncidence a and the lo we r wing - a (wind 
in positive direction of the axis of x) . The study of 
the fo rm of the p rofile is, however, quite complicated. 
I n any cas e, what interests us is the value of the 
circulation and the v a lue of the lift ; but M~ll er slights 
this po int, confining himself to stating that the ob-
tained lift, in contradiction to experience, is less than 
for t h e isolat ed wing. The method evidently c ons is ts in 
pass ing from the flow around the two circles, studied by 
M~lle r (r efe rence 30 ), by Bonder (reference 10), and 
Lagally (reference 28) , to the flow about the prof il e , 
and then computing the lift b¥ Blasius' formula. It is 
quite curious , ind.eed , that Muller did not enlarge upon 
this method , s i nce it is altogether simple. 
Bonder' s findings were just the opposite (the lift 
i ncreases to decrease with the ground distance), but the 
fact that he uses a theory which is an extension of Wit-
oszynski 1s , instead of that by Joukowski , makes it impos-
sible to compa r e h i s resul t s with those of the other two. 
His results, moreover, expressed in series, are quite comw 
plicated and require the use of tab les compiled by the aU-
thor . Besides , Bonde r' s study has lost much of its impor-
tance in comparison with the much more recent work by 
Tom 0 t i k a • The sam e hoI d s for s i mil a r stu die s, s u c has 
that by Riabouch in sky (r efe renc e 34). 
B) GLAUERT IS METHOD (reference 32 ) 
Glauert analyzes the case of the wing in presence of 
its i mage on an infinit e p lan e. His method - which is 
that used by Prandtl and others - consists of taking the 
curvature of the induce d flow int o consideration. The 
particular feature of Glauert's method is the admission 
that the induced velocity must be applied with reference 
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t o th e midpoint of the wing, while the p o i n t vortex repre-
senting the circulation around t he wi ng mu s t be placed at 
t h e center of pressure, which is the cen t r o id of the bound 
vortices distributed along the chord of the wing, that is: 
(Cm = moment coefficient about the l eading edge with re-
sp e ct to the center of pressure e t. The c oordi nate of the 
mi dpoint of the wing with respect to the p o int at which 
th e point vortex is assume~ly placed, resul ts in: 
x = (0 . 5 - 8) t 
Then with h = distance between the t wo wings, a sup-
plemen tary incidence is the result - the effect of which is 
a dd itive to that of the curvature. 
Finally , the moment coefficient i s wri tten in the form 
which gives : 
(9 ) 
or else, reverting to the circulation (obtained by multi-
p l y ing with ! Vo 1) 
1 (_h'L)2 r - ro = 4 (r + fJ.. Vo 1,) (9 I ) 
It is readily seen that thi s for mula i s almost iden-
ti cal with that proposed by the writ e r . Paragraph 3 of 
r ef erence 24 reveals in fact with so me s i mp lifications: 
I '1,2 (1) = ~~ ha-; note that h repr e sen ts the distance between 
t he two wings which in this article is exp r essed by 2h; 
cl = n) : 
1 (1, '1,2 r - r - -- - rv) r - --- 2 c I V' 1, o - 2h 2 h ~ 4h2 m 0 
The e ~uival ence follows from e m = 2 c m ' Vo the mo-
ment coe ff ici ent (constant ) with respect to the centroid 
indicat e d by -fJ.. b y Glauert; th e e ~uivalen ce, however, 
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is l i mited to very small a . In add iti on, it is of inter-
es t to note that in pass ing from Cp to r, the change 
in the horizontal c omponent of the velocity is completely 
dis regard ed ; thi s omission , nevertheless , is not justified 
and may lead to erroneous results. In th e Cas e a nalyzed 
by Glauert, it is l egit i mate . 
Rosenh e a d, in his study (r e ference 18), analyzed the 
lift on a fla t p l ate betw een ~arallel walls; but th o case 
of the off-c ent er wing, f ro m which he deduces th e case of 
th e wing with int e r fe r enc e , s e ems to be afflict e d with er~ 
ro rs (reference 25a ). 
C. REPORT BY ITIRO TAN! (reference 20) 
Th i s study extends Birnbaum1s method to include the 
analy si s of a th in win g (two-dimensional probl em) . 
Assum in g the wing with a chord equal to 2 , the vortic-
ity is supposedly distributed chordwise according to t h e 
law : 
Y :: a ) i-: ~ + b j -1 - X 2 + C x fi - X 2 
The self-induc ed orthogonal velocity b e com e s : 
V I :: 
- 1. a - 1. bx + c (1. 224 
and the induced v eloc ity at a point x, y of t he plane 
Vx I = .1 a ~~f-11-.9.1 + 1 by (-fl -1) + cy (~:::.Sf - x + -2'Lf ) 2 y +(X_q)2 2 
where 
q + 
q x ;;
--q 
f = 1 - -
x 
The coefficients a, b , a nd c are determined on the basis 
of 
v ' + Vy I +v sin a :: 0 
J 
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wh ere a = angle of attack and vy ' is computed as veloc-
ity i nduced by the reflected wing on the objective wing. 
Posing: 
1 I) 1 1 r = Y dx = - a + - b = 2n v sin a n 2 4 
. - 1 
we Ca n compute the values of n in function of the ratio 
2/ h, where h is the distance of the wing from the plane 
(in general, we say of t/h. where t = wing chord), 
wh ich the author represents in two charts: one giving n 
ve rsus t/h for divers a , the other giving n versus 
a for various t/h . 
To pass from the two - to the three-dimensional prob-
lem (wing of finite span), the author computes the self-
induced velocity assuming elliptic lift distribution and the 
velocity induced by the free vortic es of the reflected on 
the real wing on the basis of a uniform distribution (al-
most exactly like that adopted by the writer, reference 24~1 
The fi r st is known to be constant; from the second, 
med i an along the span, follows: 
Finally, 
we have 
I fib b udz 
. .1.b 
-2 
r ( b 2 ) = --- In 1 + -~ 
4nb 4h 
putting: 
1 
~ = 
1 + ~! 
b 
1 
m = ~-=-:~-:~-~:--~-: 4~) 
n = I __ 2____ + 1 ___ Q __ _ 
2 v sin a 4 v sin a 
r = n t v a ~ m n 
where t takes account of the autoinduction, m of the 
mutual induction, and n of the curvature of flow due to 
the induction. 
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Lastly, pas sing to the li ft , we writ e: 
hence 
!~ = m n (1 - 4~ CL ~ m n ) 
Tanits method is , as a lr eady pointed out, v ery much 
like Pistol es i l s method; the only difference c onsists in 
the me thod of c omputing t he effect of the f low curvature. 
IV. RESEARCHES BY SUSUMU TOMOTIKA AND OTHERS 
\I 
These researches, also ci ted in the appendix of Dat-
wyler 1s repo rt, ar e published as Report No . 97, of the 
Aeronaut ic a l Re search I nst itute, of the Tokyo Imperial Uni-
versity (ref e r ence 23 ) . They are patterned on the confor-
mal transformation similar to that employed by Rosenhead, 
i n h is study (reference 18 ): Given the plane z, provided 
the flow i s at fi r s t assum ed to be irrotational, and the 
plane f = ~ + i~, shown in figure 12, and app l ying in 
plane f th e cut C G G' C', the p l a n e f may be repre-
sented at mid-height of t by means of the Schwarz-Chris-
toffel transformation: 
df 
= M 
dt 
where M is a constant. 
I ntroducing then the function 
periods 2WI, 2w 3, where WI> 0 
transformation 
P of Weierstrass, of 
and W3 i > 0, the 
transforms the semipl a ne t in the rectangle of the p l ane 
s shown i n tho figure . 
F r om th e p r e c edin g formula, follows: 
ds 
dt 
1 
= ----- --------------------
J'[;(~)-=-~~JI ~(~-=-~~J 
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and ~~ = M [pes ) - p(~)J 
which, i ntegrated , g iv es : 
f = - M [t (s) + p(~) s J 
Sin c e the c i r c u·l at ion i s ass urn edt 0 b e z e r 0 , f has the 
pe r i 0 d 2 W 1, an d t hat 1 e ads tot her e 1 at ion: 
p (~) = 
The const a nt M is determined ~o that f differs 
f rom i Wo in pass ing from s = Wl to s = w1 + w3 ' 
a nd then we have : 
f = ~W~_~2 [t(s) + p(~) sJ 
Then the insi de of the rect angle is tran sf ormed in an annu-
lar zone in p l ane z ( fig . 1 3 ) by means of the transforma-
t ion: 
Wi th w as the v elo city conjugated to vx - i Vy in 
p l ane wit h its modulus , and with ..... the .z, w as ,!:!. as 
a ngle wh ich it forms with the d. ir e c t ion of ax1 s x, \7e 
hav e : 
....... 
.9:1 = w = dz 
/17 1 e -l. ,!:!. 
o r, with n ...... + i log = ,!:!. Iw l 
~i -iO 
= e dx 
Now the d irec t ion E of the velocity on the boundary 
l in e and on the p lat e is known ; t hus, the problem in plane 
Z reduces t o the dete r mination of the analyt ical function 
O(Z), p rovi ded that the real part on the two enveloping 
circles assu me the p~escr i bed values. 
Then , on the bas i s of a fo r mula established by H. 
Vi11at in 1 9 12,* we have : 
*i~-;;9bi~~~-d~-Di;i~hl~t- da~~-~~~-~i;~-a~~~1~i;~~-R~~di:--
cont i del Circ olo Matematico di Palermo, 33 (1912), 
pp . 1 34 -1 75. 
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O(z) " ~~~ f2~ (9) t,(i~ log Z - :' 9) d9 
. 0 
- ~~j, 12 :(9) 13 (~* log Z - :' 9) d9 + iC 
where ~(8) and W(8 ) denote the values assumed by 0 
on the outside and insi de periphery. expressed in terms of 
angles in the center 8. Th e two fun ctions ~ and W com-
ply , moreover , to th e condition of uniformity: 
[
an l lan 
t 0 ~ (8) d8 ::" 0 W (8 ) d 8 
Applying Villat's formula to the particular cas e of 
the p roblem, we obtain the expr es sion df/dz and that of 
dz / ds, wh ich for the sake of b revity, is om i tted . 
The integration of the latter is quite a complicated 
problem which th e author res olves by adding the relation: 
where 
A(s) :: 
2Wo w1 Z :: - - ----- A(s) + Co 
TT U 
27h 
TT (~ + o)s 
With this function the ~uthor supplies another compl ex se-
ries dev e lopment . Indicating with 2a the width of the 
plate ( 2 a = 1), we have : 
2a :: ~ Wo __ ~..! e i 13 {A(S3) 
- A(s,J} TT U 
W1 83 6 3 :: W1 + W3 - TT 
+ 
Wl 94 S4 :: Wl W3 - TT 
8 3 an d 8 4 being the angles at the center of the two pe-
ripheries which c orrespond to points A and At. 
The author finds o.t.herexpress ions for z and a. 
-;. 
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The flow defined by f fro m whic h we deduce the 
conjugate d velocity ..9:f =..9:f ds has, howev er, two singu-dz ds dz 
lar points in A and AI, where th e velo ci ty becomes in-
fin ite. Superimposing a circulatory flow of proper cir-
culation K the infinity at A can be removed according 
to Joukowski . With fl as t he complete potential of the 
circulation flow, and with X = f + ft as the complete 
potent ial of the built -up flow, the functi on of the veloc-
ity results: 
Z ~~ /~~ 
dZ/ds 
Since dz/ds becomes zero in point A, dX/dZ also be-
comes zero in the corresponding po in t, or for 
Z = e i84 
Now the circulation in plane Z is simply expressed by 
hence 
f I = iK 2n log Z 
X = f - i~ log Z 2n 
Joukowski's equation gives: 
..9:£ _ iK 1 = 0 for Z = e184 
dZ 2n Z 
which readily gives: 
K = 2 wl [~~ 1 = S4 
or 
and in consequence: 
The aerodynamic action, based on Blasius' formula, 
results in: 
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P x - i Py = ~ i P l em" dz 
e being a closed surface containing the flat plate; or, 
after several transformations: 
- i P = - 1 P ~1. i~ (~~.)2 ~~ ~~ 
Y 2 IT ds dz dz 
t I: 
where L is a surface surrounding the circle inside of 
plane Z. The c alcul ation, rather tedious, gives the fol-
lo\ving results: 
2 s i n f3 
P = 0 x 
where f3 is the angle of attack (fig. 12). 
This last i s the expression for the lift of the flat 
p la t e. 
The au tho r demonstrates subsequently that when the 
distance H betneen tho center of the plate and the wall 
becomes i nfinite, the preceding equation tends toward the 
known value : 
Taking into consideration an Gxpressio n previously found 
for a , we finally have : 
p 1 
= -----~-
Po 2 sin f3 
The c a lculation of 8 3 
following equat ion s: 
(10) 
and 8 4 b~ses upon the two 
(11) 
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(12) 
The ~ppcnded tabl e s give the values of 93 and 84 in 
fun ction of ~ and 
we may then compute: 
2a 
H 
2 
= -----
sin ~ 
'1 = 
~.:\ TIi 
e W4 Kno wing and 
(13) 
For mulas (10), (11), (12), and (13) are fundamental for 
the calculation. 
The author deduces from (12) the following series de-
vel opmen t : 
84 ) = cos ~ [- 2'1 + 4'1 3 - 4'1 5 ( 3 + 2 cosa ~) 
+ 32 '17 (1 + (3 cosa ~) 
- 2'19 (37 + 324 cos2 ~ + 80 cos 4 ~) 
+ ... . .. . .. .... . . ......•. ... ] 
Thi s formula combined with (11) is t he basis of his append-
ed tabulat i on s. 
The values of plPo and of 2a/ H (or t/H) deduced 
fro m (10) and (13) are included in the tab l es and plotted 
in figure 14 . 
Thus it is readily seen that for small 2a/H, the 
ratio plpo is always less than 1, regardless of angle of 
attack; but for small S, the value s of plPo become 
greater than 1 when 2a/H exceeds a certain critical value 
which is an incremental function of ~. For medium an-
gles of attack the lift is manifestly increasing in accord 
with experience, by small distances. 
Tomotika ts calculations do not include very small dis-
tances H. In part icular, they do not come to an end at 
the cancellation of th e slot s beb7een wing trailing edge 
and the plane of infinite length. Obviously, this condi-
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tion prevai l s when H ::: a sin ~, or for 2a R 
In particular , ~E, 6 47 R = 0 for and ~§ R = 
o II 3.4 fo r ~ = 36. Compared with Datwyler1s data, the 
results seem to fairly agree, but not enough to remove 
all doubts. (Fig. 16 indicates the value of p/po ob-
tained by D~twyler by a small circle ; that is, 0.630.) 
Lastly, Tomotika g iv es an approximate development 
of plp o i n powers of 2a/R , and comp a res the results 
with that of the rigorous calculat ion (applicable to small 
values of 2a/ R) The expansion for plpo in powers of 
2a/R finally gives: 
1 (4 _ 3 cos 2 ~) (~§ ,t 
16 , R, 
4 
+ -~ (32 - 57 cos a ~ + 22 cos4 ~) (2a) 512 R , 
The lift calculation , evolved on Cisottils ideas, is 
given in append i x I . 
In another reuort (reference 25) Tomotika attacks the 
prob lem of lift on a flat plate in a stream bounaed by an 
infinite plane wall . 
Although these problems do not seem to have any prac-
tical significance , they a r e, nevertheless, of interest 
from the theoretical po int of view . The result is shown 
in figure 15, from which it is readily seen that there i$ 
an increase in lift, increasing with the angle of attack 
and ratio 2a/R (decrease with distance from the plate). 
The case in which the interval s between leading 
edge and p l ate is zero, i n D~twyle r r s report, leads to a 
negative lift, as is readi ly understood when observing 
that in his treatment there is always a force toward the 
II 
wing. Datwyler1s p r oblem may be considered the limit of 
Tomotika 1 s problem . 
_______ _______________________________________ ~L ______ __ 
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V. APPROXIMATE FORMULAS DERIVED BY PI8TOLE8I '8 METHOD 
It mig ht be of int e rest at the conclusion of this re-
view to check u~ethe r my own method suggested for the cal-
culation of the in f inite biplan e l ends itself to conv~n­
ient app lic a tion to assure a hi gh degree of aJproximation 
in the solution of the p roblem of ground interference. 
The concept of this met hod may be briefly summed up 
as fo llows: 
a ) Comput e the circulation about the wing on the ba-
sis of the velocity (further induce d asymptotically) pos-
sessed by the wing at a po int 1! 4 - chord length from the 
trailing edge (point K); the lift is obtained by multi-
plying by c' t the component of this orthogonal velocity 
1 dep 
of the axis of the profile (c l = 2 da-; for airfoils with 
small camb e r , C'=11). 
b) Substitute, fo r the effects of induction and lift 
calculation, the wing with a vor tex located in the center 
of gravi ty of the circulation; or else in a point situated % 1 length from the leading edge ( point I), with a proper 
doublet added in the same po in t . In the case of a flat 
wing, the doublet is z e r o ~nd the wing may be replaced by 
a simple vor tex l ocated at the said point . 
Now l et us see how th i s conc ept can be applied to the 
wing in the presence of its r eflection; we limit ourselves 
to the case of a flat wi ng . Th e morc simple application 
is that d isr egarded in the induction calculation: the an-
gle of at t a ck of the wing (fig. 16). 
We hav e then at po int K: 
r 
an d conse~uently : 
whi ch givos: 
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1,a 
r = r (1 + ----J 0, 16h2/ 
Th e velocity in correspondence with point I i s 
r 
and finally, the lift 2" .., • 
'" . 
or 
p = P TT 1, v 2 1 1,2 ] [ 4h ( 1 + 16tr) s in ex. 1 
s in ex. 1 
J 
11 + -~-l 
L 16h2 J 
(14 ) 
(15 ) 
Applying this formula to the case of 1 0 ex. = 42 , we find : 
1, 
4h 
=: 0 0.1 
1.002 
0.2 
1. 0 23 
0 . 3 0.4 0.5 
1.062 1.118 1.188 
Plotting these results (fig. 14, dotted line), they 
are s e en to romain consistently above the rigorous values 
of Tomoti k a, and not widely at variance at hi gh incidence. 
As regards the inclination of the wing in the calculation 
of the in duced velocity, the approximate formulas (3) and 
(8) of my previous report could be applied, but other for-
mulas more rigorous and no more complicated than they, are 
preferabl e . We have (fig . 17): 
vn 
r = TT 
= TT '1, Vo sin ex. 
Then sin 
sin + r sin = Vo ex. 2TTd 
1, (vo " r S2n ex..+ ---2TTd sin 
+ rL (sin Yo co s ex. 2nd 
1, cos ex. 
= ------
2d 
Y 
Y) 
-
co s 
2h 
d 
Y sin ex.) 
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so that 
r = fo + ;Clor (1 cos 2 a, - 2h sin 0,) 
2<1 \2 
or with 8 co S a, 
after simp le changes: 
(16 ) 
where k is the multipli cation factor of roo We have 
also: 
wh ich, after various changes* gives: 
P = Po kf (17) 
with k' = k (1 - kr) (18 ) 
whereby, again: 
(19 ) 
*In taking account of the wing curvature (cm ' ± 0), we 
arrive by similar treatment at a re sult which is alwaYs 
e xp res sib 1 e by (18), wit h 
(19 t ) 
..Q.!. A sin a, 
r = !!-------1 + A sin a, 
(20 f ) 
whereby ~ A = 4h . 
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r = 
t 
4h 
sin a 
1, 
1 + 411 sin a 
(20) 
Applying this formula t o the case of a = 4.5 0 , we obtain 
the following tabulation: 
_L 
4 h = 
0 0 . 1 0 . 2 0.3 0.4 
L = 1 0 . 9943 
Po 
1 . 0085 1. 0404 1.086 1.146 
These figu res are equally superior to those of Tomo -
tika , but mu ch more approximate than the former, especially 
for smal l 1,/h (up to 0 . 8) . They are shown in figure 14 
as dot - dashed line . 
A markedly improved approximation is obtained if the 
calculation of th e induced v elocity on the basis of a sin-
gle vortex concentrated at It is abandoned in favor of 
the field of the velocity around the reflected wing, for 
which we procee d as follows : 
The velocity about a f lat plate of length 2, assumed 
with a v eloc ity of the components v 1 and va and with a 
c i r cu 1 at ion r i s : 
r z 
The applicat i on of the above formula to the field 
abou t the reflected wing . gives : 
va = - v 0 sin a 
and we have : 
w = Vo cos a + 
- i 
For the determination of the circulation, it is nec-
essary to dete r mi ne w at point K on the real wing 
whi c h , relative to the r eflected wing, has the ordinates: 
xK = 2h s i n a + i cos 2a 
YK = 2h cos a - i sin 2a 
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In gene r a l , denoting with X the ratio of di stance 
h and wing chord ~ , X = h/~ , the previous formulas can 
be written as: 
x K 4X s in a, + 
1 co s 20, 
J 
= 2" 
( 2 2) 
YK 4X cos 
1 cos 20, = a, - 2" 
To determine the li ft - whatever the circulation -
we must c ompute w at point I of the real wing which, 
relative t o the refl ec te d wing, h as the o r dinates: 
= 4X 
YI 
s in a, - i 
1 co s a, + 2" 
co s 20, 
si n 20, 
From ( 21) follows : 
where 
A = ± 
v 
x = Vo cos a - va sin 
r 
a, (Bx + Ay) + 
2n 
v = y s in a, (Ax - By) + S_ 2n 
J -------------------------------------1: (x2 _y2_1 ) + 1: ;-(~a_y2_1)2-+--4~2-y2 2 2 ~ 
- - ----------------- ---_._--------_._------
J ------------------x 2 _ y2 _1)2 + 4~ ~ 
J 
(23) 
: ) (24 ) 
(25 ) 
With r ega r d to the s i gn s of th e r adicals, it is readily 
seen that A will have the s i gn of x ; B, the sign of -Yo 
The no r ma l comnonen t of the r eal wing at K will be 
Vx s in 20, + Vy cos ~o" whe re x and y are the coordi-
nates of Ie : 
vn=vo {[cos o,- sin o,(Bx+Ay) ] sin 2o,- cin o,( Ax-By) cos 20,1 + 
.J 
r 
+ 2n (B sin 20, + A co s 20,) 
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which, s ince r = 2n vn gives: 
r= 2n Vo 19QE_g=Ein_gi]~±AyjJ-B1n_~g=2in_giA~-B~1_gQE~~ 
I-B sin 2a-A c os 2a 
or 
r o 1 - BK s i n 2a - AK cos 2a 
(26) 
To pass to the value of lift P, it is necessary to 
know the hQ~i~Qnial velocity corr esponding to point I, 
wh ich will be vx cos a - Vy sin a : 
Vo '=vo { [ co s a - sin a( Bx+Ay )] cos a+s in a( Ax-By) sin a} + 
+ 
r (B c os a-A sin a) 2n 
o r, writing r = 2n Vo k sin a (where k = r/r o ) and 
making several changes: 
v r { 
_Q- = 1 - sin a [BI(xI-k) + Al YI] cos Vo 
which, for fin a lly gives: 
P = Po kr 
a - [AI( x r- k ) + 
(27 ) 
(28) 
The calculation is quite rapid s inc e the quantities 
A and B a re easily computed, after the expressions X2-
y2 - 1 and 4x2 y2 have been calculated. 
App lyi ng the meth od to the Case of a = 18 0 (i.e., 
v e ry h i gh incidence), and for the who l e range of values 
X ( or of A = l/X), analyzed by Tomotika (A = 0 to 3)), 
the ag r eement with his test results i s practically perfect, 
so that the two curv es co in cid e . Th i s is valid for the 
plane p rob l em - t hat is, the problem of the infinite wing. 
To an alyze tho p r oblem of th e wing with ·finite span 
necessitat es tak i ng into a ccount the veloci ty induced by 
the free vortices and the calculation is notably compli-
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ca ted . In vi ew of this comp lic ation, I felt justified 
in my study (reference 24 ) to confin e myself to consid-
e ring this effec t by t he method of horseshoe (or trail-
ing) vor t ic e s (li ft distribution by uniform law); it is 
p ro bably p ossible to improve th e r esearch method by 
adop ting Fe rrar i's method (r eference 36) for the calcu-
lat i on of th e biplane of finit e span, wh ic h is based upon 
e llipt ic a l lift distribution . Still, even su~posing it 
is ~oss ibl e to substitute the wing with a distribution of 
vo r t ic es on th e ae r odynam ic center of the wing and with a 
d istribution of doublets on th e c e nt ral axis of the pro-
f ile, it s app l i cability wi th ~ood approximation is lim-
ited to mode r ate r at i os of tjh. 
Tr ans l at i on by J . Vanie r, 
Na tion a l Adv i so ry Committee 
f or Aeronau tics. 
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